
Author’s Notes 

 

Trials and Trails puts Maslow’s theory of human needs to task and traces the human 

endeavor to climb the pyramid of psychological needs.  

 

Abraham Maslow described his hierarchy of human needs in a 1943 Psychological 

Review paper titled “A Theory of Human Motivation.” “Physiological," "safety," 

"belonging and love," "esteem," "self-actualization," and "self-transcendence" are the 

progression of human motivations Maslow ascribed to healthy psychological growth. 

Maslow argued that the needs must be sought in logical progression. Lower-level needs 

must be attained before an individual can effectively seek a higher-level need. 

 

The physiological need for food and shelter is where all human existence begins and is 

essential throughout the life cycle. This is where John and Lee begin their journey; at 

the end of a long cattle drive, in a strange town, with no friends. They are paid cowboy 

wages, but when that’s gone, they don’t know where they will sleep or what they will 

eat. Without minimal attainment, it is not reasonable for them to seek anything more in 

life. When nearly 100 percent of their energy is used to seek food and shelter, safety—

the second level—is not a serious concern. With adequate food, and when shelter is 

available, safety and security becomes a real concern. John and Lee naturally ask, Is 

my food supply safe? Is my shelter secure? With those questions answered 

affirmatively, they venture forth and establish positions within groups and beyond. They 

seek a place in society where they feel safe from persecution and attack. When they 

then interact within a group, they develop a sense of “belonging.”  

 

As Maslow’s theory noted, the journey up the pyramid is never a smooth transition from 

one level to the next, and so it is with John and Lee’s journey. Through positive 

interactions, John and Lee develop relationships, contribute, and accept the benefits of 

society. And, moving up the scale, they develop a relationship into more than mere 

friendship. With the ability to establish relationships, to help, and to accept help, they 

find reason to establish an identity for themselves; John and Lee discover that they 

have value, and that value is not only for themselves, but for the group. They discover 

that responsibilities are good and that everyone benefits. With successful contributions 

to society, they feel good about themselves, and they recognize “self-esteem,” a 

relatively high level on the pyramid of human needs. The values and actions that bring 

self-esteem are recognized within their peer group. Through exemplary work, 

dedication, and selfless service, they assume a high level of respect. Only the most 

demonstrative individuals with unquestionable morals and ethics may attain a feeling of 
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self-actualization, a position John and Lee approach. Maslow contended that level was 

almost everything a healthy psychological life could expect. 

 

Maslow’s term "metamotivation" defines the incentives of people who seek 

improvement. He also believed that human brain complexity and associated systems 

allow parallel processes. Therefore, seldom does an individual focus on a single 

motivation. Maslow insisted that seeking the progression of levels should be considered 

in terms such as "relative," "general," and "primarily," meaning that, although one level 

controls human motivations at any time, other needs are addressed simultaneously. He 

recognized that a certain need dominates the mind at any specific time, but not 

necessarily exclusively. 

 

Since I first heard of Maslow’s theory, I looked for real life examples of the theory in 

practice. It always seemed to make sense, and I could trace some aspects in my 

personal growth. I wanted more. I wanted to see it in action from start to finish. Artistic 

license allowed me to build a story around the theory. 
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